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Morton's College Student Dictionary is a one of a kind reference book that defines the college

experience in a whole new way. Literally! This first edition resource offers a witty and informative

perspective of college life and the English language. In it you'll find a listing of more than 700 words

and their new definitions as they relate specifically to college life. Your vocabulary will never be the

same! Perfectly suitable for college bound high school graduates, and present and past college

students alike, Morton's College Student Dictionary gets an A++.
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Carl E. Morton is a college graduate, who although years removed still muses over the experience

that is college. A product of Tufts University and Boston Latin High School, Carl acknowledges

these institutions as major sources of inspiration while writing this book.

Purchased this book for a friend in university. They enjoyed it and it was in excellent condition. It is

humorous, but more of a chuckling quietly to yourself rather than laughing out loud read.

If you are looking to re-live your positive, negative, memorable, and exciting college experiences,

this book is for you. It defines grades, dorm life, teachers, wine and cheese parties, all with tongue

firmly in cheek. I bought one for my niece, to help guide her through study halls, late night cramming

for exams, and general phrases and definitions we all used when we were in college, regardless of

the year we graduated. Some school experiences are universal, and this book covers them all. It's a

good and fast read.



I have many years behind me since being in college, but this book brought me right back. I read it

while on the train home from work and had people looking at me sideways because I was laughing

out loud at the words chosen, their definitions, and the memories conjured up. You don't need to be

a college grad or current student to enjoy this "student dictionary" though. My 16-year old

college-bound younger sister also found this an entertaining read. Tops on my list of gifts for

students of all ages!

...the ultimate graduation gift for your high school senior, or stocking stuffer for your college

student...or for that matter, anyone that has attended college in the last 20 years. I laughed, I cried, I

started having fond memories of people I'd known in college. I hope there is a sequel.JJ
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